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View from the Dome
Hello Brothers and Sisters!
Let me begin by giving a huge round of thanks to each and every one of you for bringing us to this glorious day, our
first anniversary doing business as Kelly Research Technologies! In the past year we have shipped large and small
radionic analyzers to points across the country and around the world, put them in the hands of everyone from brand
new beginners attending their first classes to seasoned farmers and ranchers who use radionic devices to assess and
balance the subtle energy levels of their crops, livestock and water on a daily basis - healthy herds raised
without the “benefit” of the usual lifelong stream of growth hormones and antibiotics prescribed by “modern”
agricultural practices.
We have dispatched BETAR sound systems to wherever stress reduction and pain relief are needed, using music and
pulsed frequencies to sonically melt away deeply held patterns of physical tension, mental anxiety or sorrow. Giving
new life to body, mind and spirit – BETAR is truly the sound of relaxation!
Most of all we have learned from you, spoken with you about your projects, your plans and your concerns. We have
responded by combing the planet for ways to improve, expand and increase the impact of your radionic research.
What have we found?
x
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x
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Dishwasher safe, non-contaminating 300 ml Pyrex Griffin beakers sized to fit exactly in your standard well.
A source for top quality resveratrol compiled from both knotweed and grapes into a reagent-grade capsule.
A new book – an exploration of music and health by healer, musician and researcher Alana Woods.
The Handheld Signal Generator – an easy-to-use instrument that allows you to directly integrate
experimental electromagnetic frequencies into the scalar waveforms emitted by your Radionic Analyzer.
A couple of excellent volumes on experimental e-mag frequencies, including McInturff’s Electroherbalism
Frequency Lists and Dr. Nenah Sylver’s exhaustive Handbook of Rife Frequency Healing.
Most exciting of all, a new DVD from scalar energy pioneer Colonel Tom Bearden that answers questions
about the cutting-edge physics - the “why and how” behind radionics - that you did not even know you had!

Finally, I am proud and happy to promise that the best is yet to come! We are currently working on designs for
several brand new devices that will allow you to erase the boundaries between scalar radionics, conventional
electromagnetism and acoustic sound in your laboratory. At last, researchers will be able to focus the benefits of
three of the core vibratory energy sciences into one project or system.
Stay tuned to this channel for more information as it develops!

OUR MISSION is to put top quality scalar and phase conjugate technology in the hands of the vast
community of radionic, psychotronic and other “subtle energy” researchers and practitioners.

